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ABSTRACT: Understanding the connection between protein
structure and function requires a quantitative understanding of
electrostatic effects. Structure-based electrostatic calculations
are essential for this purpose, but their use has been limited by
a long-standing discussion on which value to use for the
dielectric constants (εeff and εp) required in Coulombic and
Poisson−Boltzmann models. The currently used values for εeff
and εp are essentially empirical parameters calibrated against
thermodynamic properties that are indirect measurements of
protein electric fields. We determine optimal values for εeff and
εp by measuring protein electric fields in solution using direct detection of NMR chemical shift perturbations (CSPs). We
measured CSPs in 14 proteins to get a broad and general characterization of electric fields. Coulomb’s law reproduces the
measured CSPs optimally with a protein dielectric constant (εeff) from 3 to 13, with an optimal value across all proteins of 6.5.
However, when the water−protein interface is treated with finite difference Poisson−Boltzmann calculations, the optimal protein
dielectric constant (εp) ranged from 2 to 5 with an optimum of 3. It is striking how similar this value is to the dielectric constant
of 2−4 measured for protein powders and how different it is from the εp of 6−20 used in models based on the Poisson−
Boltzmann equation when calculating thermodynamic parameters. Because the value of εp = 3 is obtained by analysis of NMR
chemical shift perturbations instead of thermodynamic parameters such as pKa values, it is likely to describe only the electric field
and thus represent a more general, intrinsic, and transferable εp common to most folded proteins.

■ INTRODUCTION

Some of the most fundamental biochemical reactions, such as
enzymatic catalysis,1 redox reactions,2 H+ transfer,3 and ion
homeostasis4 are governed by electrostatic effects. To under-
stand the structural and physical basis of such biological
processes, it is necessary to know the magnitude and molecular
determinants of electrostatic forces and energies in proteins.
Owing to the difficulties inherent to the experimental
measurement of electrostatic effects in proteins, we typically
use structure-based calculations to estimate electrostatic
energies in proteins. These theoretical calculations are an
essential tool for dissecting structure−function relationships
and properties of biomolecules, but they are notoriously
sensitive to the input structure5,6 and to the parameters used
such as the dielectric constants and the charge-radius force
field.7 In particular, the value of the dielectric constants in these
calculations remains highly contentious. What is clear is that the
accuracy and utility of computational methods for structure-
based electrostatic calculations is limited by our inability to

describe dielectric effects quantitatively. Here we present data
suggesting what the optimal value of the protein dielectric
constant is when calculating electric fields with a Poisson−
Boltzmann model framework and when using a simple
Coulombic model.
Most structure-based calculations of electrostatic fields treat

some part of the protein−water system as a dielectric
continuum whose polarizability is described implicitly by a
dielectric constant. To maximize the ability of a theoretical
model to reproduce dielectric properties of proteins, the
parameters that it employs (i.e., the charge-radius force field
and its dielectric constant) are usually calibrated against
benchmarks consisting of thermodynamic parameters for
simpler systems, such as solvation free energies of ions in
different polar solvents,8 changes in stability induced by
changes in pH, and changes in ionic strength or by mutations,9
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pKa values,10 peptide acidity constants,11 and redox poten-
tials.12 The problem is that although these thermodynamic
parameters do reflect the magnitude of the electrostatic
potential, they represent a convolution of many other factors
as well. The dielectric constants obtained by calibration against
thermodynamic data are therefore model-dependent and
experiment-dependent. They are empirical parameters cali-
brated to reproduce experimental benchmarks and to account
implicitly for any physical factors that are not treated explicitly
in the models.13 In the present paper, we focus on measuring
protein electric fields via NMR spectroscopy and on using these
experimental measurements to guide electrostatic field
calculations. To this end, we analyze the measured electric-
field-dependent chemical shifts to extract the corresponding
dielectric constants that reproduce them most accurately when
using the Poisson−Boltzmann equation or Coulomb’s law.
Spectroscopic observables such as Stark shifts and NMR

chemical shifts offer a more direct measure of the magnitude
and direction of electric fields in biomolecules than
thermodynamic parameters such as pKa values. In proteins,
chemical shifts of 1H, 15N, and 13C nuclei measured with NMR
spectroscopy represent a particularly rich source of information
about electric fields. The relationship between the electric field,
E, and the chemical shift reported by a nucleus, δef, was first
identified by Pople14 and later formulated by Buckingham15 in
what is known as Buckingham’s equation:
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Eγ in Buckingham’s equation is the component of the uniform
electric field at the nucleus along the coordinate γ, and ∂Eγ/∂rδ
represents its gradient along the coordinate δ (See Figure S1b).
Aγ, Bγ,γ, and Aγδ are well-defined nucleus-dependent response
properties that describe the sensitivity of the chemical shift δef
to the applied uniform electric field and to its gradient. This
sensitivity is particularly significant in 1HN and 15N nuclei
involved in highly polarizable covalent bonds, such as the
backbone of N−H and C−N bonds. Therefore, chemical shifts
reported by these nuclei can be used as high-resolution probes
of through-space electrostatic effects in proteins.
Stark shifts have already been shown to be useful as probes of

electric fields in a few proteins and in an enzyme active
site.16−21 Chemical shift perturbations (CSP) measured with
NMR spectroscopy hold promise of being equally useful to this
end. CSPs can be induced by changing the charge state of a
protein either by removing or inserting charged residues,16 by
binding charged ligands, by changing the ionic strength of the
solution, by incorporation of NMR sensitive nuclei,22 or by
changing pH.17,19

The CSP reported by a nucleus, Δδtot, can be affected
primarily by three factors. It can be caused directly by changes
in the electric field, Δδef, by changes in magnetic effects, Δδm,
or by conformational changes, Δδs,:

δ δ δ δΔ = Δ + Δ + Δtot ef m s (2)

To obtain as clean a measurement of the electric field effect as
possible, it is important to reduce the contribution of
nonelectrostatic effects to the measured Δδtot. For this reason,
only proteins that do not experience significant pH-induced
magnetic and conformational changes were studied.16,17,19 In
these proteins, Δδtot reflects predominantly the Δδef
component, whose magnitude and direction is predictable

(eq 1). The two other components, Δδm and Δδs, make minor
contributions. The first of these, Δδm, is well-defined

23,24 and
often negligible except near aromatic rings that are structurally
perturbed over the course of a titration. The second, Δδs,
results from any titration-induced changes in structure, such as
changes in torsion angles, bond lengths, bond angles, or
hydrogen bonding geometry close to a reporter nucleus.25 The
direction and magnitude of this component is expected to show
a complex dependence on the structural environment of a given
reporter nucleus.25 Therefore, for the proteins studied here,
Δδtot represents a measurement of the electric field, Δδef, with
an added amount of noise proportional to (Δδs + Δδm), with a
direction that is uncorrelated with the direction of Δδef. Any
one measurement of the electric field at a single nucleus can
include an error from conformational changes or magnetic
effects. However, through simultaneous measurements per-
formed for all nuclei in a single or several proteins, this error
cancels out, and hence, reliable values of Δδef can be obtained.
Previous measurements of electric fields with Stark shifts or

NMR chemical shifts have been limited to a few individual
proteins16−19,26 or to a single location inside an enzyme active
site.20,21 To characterize the propagation of the electric field in
proteins in a more systematic manner, we used chemical shift
perturbations measured with NMR spectroscopy in nine
proteins, in four variants of these proteins, and in one
enzyme−substrate intermediate. This large data set allowed a
self-consistent and systematic description of electric field
propagation inside proteins, which in turn allowed an
unprecedented determination of the value of the dielectric
constant of proteins.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

ACBP and hGRX. 13C-, 15N-labeled bovine ACBP and
hGRX were prepared as described previously.27,28 A 1 mM
sample of the proteins was prepared in 100 mM KCl, 1 mM
DSS, 0.02% NaN3, and 10% D2O. NMR spectra of ACBP
(hGRX) were recorded in the pH interval from 3.3 (2.7) to
11.0 (8.9), in steps of approximately 0.25 by addition of NaOH.
All spectra at each pH value were referenced to DSS. The pKa
values for His residues in ACBP were determined from the
1H−13C HSQC, and for Asp/Glu from the 13CO and HN

spectrum.29 The pKa values for Cys residues in hGRX were
determined from 2D 1H−13C HSQC of the aliphatic side-chain
resonances.

Prediction of CSPs. The Δδef was calculated as a difference
in chemical shielding of the nucleus upon the (de)protonation
of an ionizable group using Buckingham’s equation (eq 1).
Nuclear shielding polarizabilities, Aγ, for

15N and 1HN nuclei
were used from ref 19. Although values for the second term in
Buckingham’s formula, Bγ,γ, have not been reported for 15N and
1HN in the literature, their negligible contribution to Δδef was
assumed on the basis of data reported for 19F and 13C
nuclei.22,30 The third term in Buckingham’s formula, the
gradient contribution, was calculated according to ref 31. The
electric field, Eγ, at the position of backbone 15N and 1HN

nuclei was calculated with the PBE implemented in the APBS
program (single Debye−Hückel boundary condition; final grid
resolution of 0.25 Å/grid point)32 and with Coulomb’s law.
The values of εp and εeff were taken from the range [1, 30] with
a step of 0.5. Twenty nanosecond MD simulations were
generated, as described in detail in Supporting Information
(SI).
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MD Simulations. MD simulations of 20 ns length were
performed for each of the six protein systems using the
GROMACS package with the Amber ff99SB force field33 and
the TIP3P water model.34 A real space cutoff of 10.0 Å on
nonbonded interactions, periodic boundary conditions, and
particle-mesh Ewald electrostatics were used throughout the
simulation. Prior to MD simulations, the systems were
neutralized to a total charge of zero by adding Cl− and Na+

ions, and the energy was minimized and equilibrated in the
NVT ensemble over 200 ps. The temperature was controlled
with a Berendsen coupling35 to a water bath at 300 K using a
temperature-coupling constant of 0.1 ps. Snapshot structures
were taken every 10 ps starting at 5 ns of the simulation time,
and each snapshot was used in CSP predictions (eq 1).

■ RESULTS

Protein Selection. Some of the pH-dependent 15N−1H
HSQC spectra used in this analysis were recorded previously
and were generously made available by other researchers.
Included in this set were: (I) bovine beta-lactoglobulin
(βLG),36 (II) B1 domain of protein G (GB1),37 (III)
plastocyanin from A. variabilis (A.v. Pc),19 (IV) plastocyanin
from Phormidium laminosum (P.l. Pc),38−40 (V) xylanase from
Bacillus circulans (B.c. xylanase),41 (VI) the catalytic domain of
β-(1,4)-glycosidase Cex from Cellulomonas fimi (CexCD),42

and (VII) a highly stable form of staphylococcal nuclease
(SNase) known as Δ+PHS.43 The pH-dependent 15N−1H
HSQC spectra for two additional proteins were measured
specifically for this study: (I) bovine acyl-coenzyme A binding
protein (ACBP) and (II) human glutaredoxin 1 (hGRX).
Spectra previously recorded for four variants of SNase with
substitutions D21N, L38D, L38E, and L38K and for one long-
lived enzyme−substrate intermediate of CexCD covalently
modified by 2,4-dinitrophenyl 2-deoxy-2-fluoro-β-cellobioside
(2FCb-CexCD)44 were also analyzed. The complete data set
consisted of 1861 15N and 1861 1HN chemical shifts of
backbone amides measured as a function of pH.
Identification of Useful Chemical Shift Perturbations

(CSPs). The titration of ionizable groups in a protein is
reflected in the chemical shifts of backbone amides. To extract
Δδtot values that originate from the titration of a single
ionizable group, pH-dependent chemical shifts reported by a
15N or 1HN nucleus were fitted using an automated F-test-based
algorithm.45,46 Only Δδtot values with a magnitude above the
uncertainty level for the specific nucleus (0.1 ppm for 15N and
0.03 ppm for 1HN (ref 47)) were considered. Each extracted
Δδtot, denoted “observed CSP”, was assigned as arising from
the (de)protonation of a particular ionizable group if its
apparent pKa matched the pKa of the ionizable group (Figure

S1 and Supporting Results in the Supporting Information). The
spatial distribution of nuclei reporting Δδtot values associated
with a specific ionization event provides information about the
distribution of the electric field emanating from a single charge.
Instances where it was clear that an ionization event did not
induce a CSP in a reporter nucleus were also recorded. These
are termed “absent CSPs”, and they are important, as these are
cases where the contributions by a charge to the electric field
dissipated before they could induce a CSP in the reporter
nucleus.
The majority of the ionizable groups in the nine proteins that

were investigated are solvent-exposed. Their pKa values are not
perturbed significantly relative to the normal pKa values of
isolated amino acids in water. Therefore, the ionizable groups
of the same type of residues (Asp/Glu, His, Lys) tend to have
similar pKa values in the proteins. This similarity of pKa values
precludes unambiguous assignment of the majority of the Δδtot
values in the experimental data to any one specific ionizable
group. For this reason, these groups were not included in the
analysis. The only groups used in the analysis of electric fields
were the groups where the CSP could be associated with the
change in charge of a specific residue. On this basis, nine
ionizable groups were identified whose apparent pKa values
could be identified unambiguously in the experimental CSPs
(details given in SI). These groups are: His14 (pKa = 7.1) and
His30 (pKa = 6.7) in ACBP; His61 (pKa = 7.1) and His92 (pKa
= 5.1) in A.v. Pc; His 92 (pKa = 5.1) in P.l. Pc; Glu44 (pKa =
4.0) and Glu94 (pKa = 4.0) in hGRX; His80 (pKa = 7.9) in
CexCD; and Asp21 (pKa = 6.5) in SNase. The final data set
used to analyze electric fields included the effects of nine
ionizable groups on a total of 786 15N and 786 1HN nuclei.
Statistics on the number of observed and absent CSPs

associated with each ionizable group are presented in Table 1.
The spatial distribution of CSPs is illustrated for ACBP in
Figure 1 and in Figures S2−S7 for all remaining proteins. The
number of observed CSPs originating from His80 in CexCD
and Asp21 in SNase was further validated by requiring the
absence of their observed CSPs in the spectra of the 2FCb-
CexCD intermediate or in the D21N variant of SNase. The
nuclei inside the protein core do not report CSPs originating
from the solvent-exposed His14 in ACBP and Glu94 and Glu44
in hGRX. Indeed, only a handful of nuclei along the protein
surface were sensitive to the electric field changes originating
from the ionization of these groups. Only 9 15N (and 9 1HN)
CSPs were associated with the titration of His14 in ACBP,
whereas the corresponding numbers associated with the
titration of Glu94 and Glu44 in hGRX were 10 15N (and 8
1HN) and 14 15N (and 11 1HN), respectively. In contrast, the
CSPs associated with the ionization of partially or fully buried

Table 1. Data Set Used To Measure the Dielectric Constant of Proteins

protein (pH range) titr. group pKa side chain SASA (Å2) no. of identified CSPs 15N (1HN) Δδef no. of absent CSPs 15N (1HN) Δδef
ACBP (pH 3.0−8.9) His14 7.1 36 9 (9) 70 (66)

His30 6.7 6 33 (31) 46 (43)
A.v. Pc (pH 4.0−8.4) His92 5.1 7 36 (34) 56 (58)

His61 7.1 14 30 (26) 62 (66)
P.l. Pc(pH 4.2−8.3) His92 5.1 9 38 (32) 58 (63)
hGRX (pH 2.8−11.1) Glu44 4.0 19 10 (8) 80 (80)
CexCD (pH 4.1−9.3) Glu94 4.0 24 14 (11) 80 (80)

His80 7.9 2 57 (46) 213 (232)
SNase (pH 1.4−11.1) Asp21 6.5 2 33 (31) 72 (87)
total 260 (228) 737 (775)
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groups, such as His30 in ACBP, His92 and His61 in A.v. Pc,
His92 in P.l. Pc, His80 in CexCD, and Asp21 in SNase are
reported by nuclei positioned both deep in the core or on the
protein surface. The number of CSPs originating from the
titration of these groups were His30 in ACBP (33 15N and 31
1HN), His92 (36 15N and 34 1HN) and His61 (30 15N and 26
1HN) in A.v. Pc, His92 (38 15N and 32 1HN) in P.l. Pc, His80
(57 15N and 46 1HN) in CexCD, and Asp21 (33 15N and 31
1HN) in SNase.
Differences in the number of the observed CSPs originating

from the titration of solvent exposed and buried ionizable
groups can be rationalized in terms of expected general
properties of electric fields in proteins: electric fields originated
from solvent exposed side chains are screened by bulk water,
which has a high dielectric response. In contrast, electric fields
inside the protein can propagate over larger distances because
inside the protein the dielectric response is more muted than in
water. Similar arguments can be applied to CSPs caused by
titration-induced conformational changes (Δδs in eq 2): the
titration of a buried ionizable group is more likely to induce a
large conformational perturbation. Hence, the ionization of a
buried group can affect a much larger number of nuclei than the
ionization of solvent-exposed groups, which are less likely to
induce conformational reorganization.
Corroboration That CSPs Reflect Through-Space

Electric Field Effects. To analyze CSPs rigorously in terms
of propagation of electric fields originating from the ionizable
moieties, it is important to ascertain that the assigned Δδtot
reflect primarily the propagation of through-space electrostatic
effects. To test this, we compared the direction of the observed
Δδtot (downfield/upfield shift with increased pH) with the
corresponding direction of the electric-field-induced CSPs,
Δδef, calculated from the crystal structures using Buckingham’s
equation and Coulomb’s law. Whereas the local structural
contribution to the CSP, Δδs, is expected to result in either
upfield or downfield shifts depending on the structural
environment of a given nucleus, the direction of the electric-
field-induced CSP, Δδef, is always determined by the position of
the titrating site relative to the reporter nucleus (eq 1).
Therefore, a high correlation between the directions predicted
from Buckingham’s equation and the direction of the observed
Δδtot would indicate that electrostatic effects make the
dominant contribution to the observed Δδtot.
A strong correlation was found between the directions of the

observed Δδtot and the calculated Δδef values; 226 of 260

(87%) observed 15N Δδtot and 189 of 228 (83%) observed 1HN

Δδtot displayed shifts in the direction predicted by Bucking-
ham’s equation. These results show convincingly that the
electric field makes the dominant contribution to the observed
Δδtot. Nevertheless, to further minimize artifacts of non-
electrostatic effects in the electric field analysis, we excluded 34
of the 15N and 39 of the 1HN nuclei for which an agreement in
CSPs direction was not obtained.

Dielectric Constants Obtained by Analysis of Electric
Fields with Static Structures. The ability of the Poisson−
Boltzmann equation (PBE) and of Coulomb’s law to reproduce
experimental results was tested using both single static
structures (see Figure 2 for an overview), as well as ensembles

of structures. When a Coulomb interaction measured
experimentally is analyzed with a primitive continuum model
based on Coulomb’s law, the dielectric parameter that
reproduces the experimental quantity is referred to as the
effective dielectric constant, εeff.

13 More sophisticated models
based on numerical solutions of the Poisson−Boltzmann
equation describe dielectric effects of the protein with a
parameter that we call εp. CSP values were used to identify
values of εeff and εp that most accurately reproduce the
experimental data.

Analysis with Coulomb’s Law. Analysis of CSPs with
Coulomb’s law yields an optimal value of εeff of 6.5 for the 15N
data sets, with an RMSD of 0.28 ppm between calculated and
experimentally observed CSPs. For the 1HN data sets, the
optimal εeff is 7.0 with an RMSD of 0.07 ppm; however, εeff
values from 6 to 15.0 (Table 2 and Table S1) yield RMSD
values that are witin 0.1 ppm. This wide range of εeff values thus
predicts the observed CSPs almost as accurately as the optimal
εeff value. If we instead calculate the fraction of CSPs predicted
correctly, we find that εeff values between 6 and 15 do best for
the observed CSPs, whereas the absent CSPs are predicted
accurately only with εeff values above 15. This is illustrated for
ACBP in Figure 3 and for all other proteins in Figures S3−S8.
Figure 3B displays the RMSD between calculated and observed
Δδef (solid line) and between calculated and absent CSPs
(dashed line). The fraction of reporter nuclei in which the
observed Δδef (solid line) and the absent CSPs (dashed line)
predicted within the experimental error are displayed in Figure
3C. In all proteins, it was observed that optimal εeff in terms of
RMSD predicts the existence of CSPs in 20% of 15N and 1HN

nuclei for which CSPs were not observed in the NMR spectra.
This highlights the inability of Coulomb’s law to correctly
model the effect of solvent screening in a protein−water
system.

Figure 1. Electric field propagation in ACBP caused by the
protonation of His30 (magenta) and measured at backbone 15N:
(blue) residues with identified CSPs above 0.1 ppm; (yellow) residues
with CSPs bellow 0.1 ppm; (white) unassigned resonances and proline
residues.

Figure 2. Overview of the approach for using CSPs for benchmarking
computational methods for prediction of electric fields.
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Analysis with a Finite Difference Poisson−Boltzmann
Model. The optimal value of εp obtained by analysis of both
15N and 1HN data sets in all proteins is 3.0. (Tables 2 and S1).
With this value, the RMSD between the observed and
calculated Δδefs is 0.25 ppm for 15N data and 0.06 ppm for
1HN data. The analysis with the PBE methodology yielded the
following observations: (1) The magnitudes of the observed
Δδef are predicted in the PBE model most successfully when a
low value of εp is used regardless of whether performance was
evaluated with RMSD or with fractional statistics. (2) The
optimal value of εp = 3 predicted both the presence and the
absence of the CSPs in the reporter nuclei. (3) The optimal
values of εp obtained by analysis of both observed and absent
CSPs confirmed the ability of the PBE method to account for
the screening of electric fields with the two-dielectric system
(protein, εp; solvent, εs = 80). (4) The range of εp values
obtained by analysis of nine different ionizable groups in six
different proteins is unexpectedly low, and it falls in the range
of 2 to 5, which is much narrower than the range obtained in
calculations with Coulomb’s law (Table 2). (5) The value of εp
= 3 contrasts sharply with the values of εp in the range of 6 to
20 commonly used in structure-based pKa calculations with PB
models to maximize agreement between experimental and
calculated thermodynamic parameters such as pKa values and
redox potentials.48 The value of value of εp = 3 is strikingly
similar to the value of the protein dielectric constant measured
with dry proteins in experiments with parallel plate capacitors.
The difference between the magnitude of the protein

dielectric constant resolved by analysis with the one dielectric
model in Coulomb’s law and with the two-dielectric
calculations with PB electrostatics suggest that screening by
bulk water plays an important role in attenuating the
propagation of electric fields inside proteins. This effect cannot
be accounted for correctly with Coulomb’s law because the role
of bulk water is subsumed into the single dielectric constant
used in the analysis, but the effect is reproduced quite well in
finite difference Poisson−Boltzmann calculations. This shows
that screening by bulk solvent cannot be neglected in
theoretical models for the calculation of electrostatic effects
inside proteins.

Analysis of Electric Fields with Conformational
Ensembles. NMR chemical shifts reflect ensemble-averaged
chemical properties of a nucleus. For this reason, it is necessary
to move beyond analysis based on calculations with single static
structures and to examine the extent to which the conforma-
tional diversity present in the ensemble in solution could
reproduce the structural diversity probed by the NMR
spectroscopy experiment in solution. To this end, ensembles
were generated from crystal structures and from molecular
dynamics (MD) trajectories.

Ensemble of Static Crystal Structures. An ensemble of static
structures was generated using structures available in the
Protein Data Bank (Table S2). These different structures were
obtained from different crystallization conditions, with variants,
or in the presence of ligands. When the number of existing
crystal structures for any one protein of interest was less than
five, models solved by NMR spectroscopy were included in the
ensemble. The total number of structures used to create the
ensemble of each protein (average Cα-RMSD to the
representative static structure shown in parentheses) was 5
(1.5 Å) for ACBP, 4 (0.8 Å) for A.v. Pc, 8 (0.5 Å) for P.l. Pc, 14
(0.3 Å) for CexCD, and 36 (0.9 Å) for SNase.
Use of these ensembles of static structures improved

quantitative agreement between the experimentally observed
and calculated CSPs (Table S1, Figures 3 and S3−S8).
Improvement in RMSD between the observed and calculated
Δδef was on average 0.02 ppm (0.01 ppm) for the PBE model
and the 15N (1HN) chemical shift data set. The corresponding
improvement for calculations with Coulomb’s law was 0.04
ppm (0.02 ppm). The largest improvement was for ACBP, 0.03
ppm for both 15N and 1HN data sets, whose structures show the
largest diversity, with an average RMSD of 1.46 Å. These
results, similar to those reported by Best et al.,49 highlight the
importance of accurate accounting of protein dynamics in
making comparisons with ensemble-averaged experimental
data. Although the improvement is quite modest in our case,
the results suggest that even a relatively small number of
structures determined under different conditions can improve
the agreement with NMR chemical shift experiments, even
though the improvement is quite modest in our case.

Table 2. Optimal Values of the Protein Dielectric Constanta

εp from PBE εeff from Coulomb’s law

protein/group stat. struct. ensemble of stat. struct. MD simulations stat. struct. ensemble of stat. struct. MD without water full MD

ACBP 3.5(3.5) 3.5(3.0) 3.5(4.0) 7.5(8.0) 8.0(9.0) 8.0(9.0) 5.5(8.5)
His14 2.0(2.0) 3.0(3.5) 3.5(6.0) 7.0(17.0) 10.0(20) 9.5(21.0) 4.0(60)
His30 3.5(3.5) 4.0(3.0) 3.5(3.0) 7.5(7.5) 7.0(7.5) 7.5(7.5) 6.0 (8.0)
A.v. Pc 3.0(3.0) 2.5(3.0) 2.0(2.5) 5.5(4.5) 5.5(5.5) 5.5(7.5) 11.0(31.5)
His61 5.0(5.0) 4.0(9.5) 2.5(7.5) 8.0(16.5) 8.0(18.0) 9.5(20.0) 60(41.5)
His92 2.0(2.5) 2.0(2.0) 2.0(2.5) 4.0(4.0) 4.0(4.0) 4.0(5.0) 5.5(17.5)
P.l. Pc 2.0(2.5) 2.0(2.5) 2.5(3.5) 4.0(4.5) 4.0(4.5) 4.0(5.0) 60(60)
His92 2.0(2.5) 2.0(2.5) 2.5(3.5) 4.0(4.5) 4.0(4.5) 4.0(5.0) 60(60)
hGRX 2.0(2.0) 2.0(2.0) 11.5(5.5) 11.5(4.5) 60(4.0)
Glu44 2.0(2.0) 1.5(2.0) 14.5(3.5) 16.0(4.0) 60(3.5)
Glu94 2.0(3.5) 2.0(3.0) 11.0(10.0) 9.5(9.5) 5.5(5.0)
CexCD 5.0(5.0) 5.0(5.0) 4.5(10.0) 7.5(7.0) 7.5(7.0) 8.0(9.0) 4.5(60)
His80 5.0(5.0) 5.0(5.0) 4.5(10.0) 7.5(7.0) 7.5(7.0) 8.0(9.0) 4.5(60)
SNase 2.5(3.5) 2.5(3.5) 2.0(2.5) 6.0(10.0) 6.0(9.0) 7.0(9.0) 46.5(51)
Asp21 2.5(3.5) 2.5(3.5) 2.0(2.5) 6.0(10.0) 6.0(9.0) 7.0(9.0) 46.5(51)
all 3.0(3.0) 3.0(3.5) 3.0(4.0) 7.0(6.5) 6.0(7.0) 7.0(7.0) 20.0(28.5)

aThese values were obtained with Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatics (εp) and with Coulomb’s law (εeff) by analysis of CSPs reported by 15N or 1HN

(given in brackets) nuclei using a single crystal structure, an ensemble of crystal structures, or an ensemble generated with MD simulations.
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Ensemble from MD Trajectory. Ensembles of MD structures
were generated from 20 ns trajectories in which the ionizable
groups of interest were kept in the neutral state. The average
RMSD between the generated conformations and the initial
static structures were 2.18 Å for ACBP, 2.43 Å for A.v. Pc, 3.61
Å for P.l. Pc, 1.74 Å for hGRX, 1.52 Å for CexCD, and 1.46 Å
for SNase.
Use of ensembles of MD-generated proteins did not improve

quantitative agreement between experimentally measured and
calculated secondary titrations with the PBE model or with

Coulomb’s law (Table S1, Figures 3 and S2−S8). The RMSD
between observed and calculated CSPs increased on average by
0.01 ppm (0.01 ppm) using the PBE model and 15N (or 1HN)
chemical shift data set, and 0.01 ppm (0.01 ppm) using
Coulomb’s model. The inability of the MD-generated
conformational ensembles to reproduce ensemble-averaged
experimental data may originate with differences in time scales
between the NMR experiment and the relatively short MD
simulations, or they may stem from the inherent inability of
MD simulations to sample relevant conformations far from the
crystal structure. Whereas chemical shifts are averaged by
dynamic processes on the microsecond time scale, the MD
trajectories were much shorter and consequently not able to
account for the true ensemble of the protein in solution, as
reflected in the NMR spectroscopy data.

Microscopic Modeling. The response of permanent and
induced dipoles to the gain or loss of charge is not
homogeneous throughout a protein. In continuum electrostatic
models, this reorganization is supposed to be accounted for
implicitly with the protein dielectric constant. The agreement
between measured and calculated data can be greatly affected
by how this response is handled in the calculations. To examine
this question, the reorganization of permanent dipoles was
modeled explicitly by generating two separate ensembles of
MD conformations. In one of the ensembles, the ionizable
group of interest was treated as being charged, and in the other
one, it was assigned the neutral state. Using the ensembles in
both states, Δδef values were calculated using Coulomb’s law
and Buckingham’s formula and then compared against the
experimental results. This is a crude approach to microscopic
modeling of structural reorganization in response to ionization
events.
With this more microscopic approach, it was more difficult to

reproduce the experimental data with structure-based calcu-
lations. The RMSD for 15N or 1HN data increased by 0.12 or
0.02 ppm, respectively, relative to the calculations with single
static structures. A more detailed microscopic approach was not
pursued, as this is an open-ended problem in sampling that
probably reflects differences in the conformational reorganiza-
tion sampled in solution and in silico. The calculations that
were performed were detailed enough to reveal how
challenging it will be to reproduce the propagation of electric
fields inside the anisotropic and heterogeneous interior of
proteins using detailed atomistic methods devoid of any
implicit parameters, such as dielectric constants, to account
for attenuation of electric fields by polarization of the protein.

■ DISCUSSION
Structure-based computation of electrostatic effects in proteins
is challenging because quantitative treatment of the dielectric
response of proteins is not straightforward. Most models treat
at least some parts of the protein−water system as a dielectric
continuum and use dielectric constants to capture implicitly the
effects of polarization. The problem is that the magnitude of the
dielectric constants used in the different models is not
transferable because these are simply ad hoc empirical
parameters without any clear physical meaning.
The dielectric constant measured in parallel plate capacitor

experiments using dry protein powders (εpowder) is 2 in the
high-frequency limit and closer to 4 in the equilibrium regime
and in the presence of a few water molecules per protein.50 In
contrast, εp is usually assigned values of 6 to 20 in PBE
calculations to maximize agreement between experimental and

Figure 3. Optimal values of εp and εeff using
15N CSPs measured in

ACBP. (A) Correlation between experimentally measured 15N Δδef
emanating from the His30 charge and calculated 15N Δδef obtained
from the static structure PDB ID:1HB6 and with optimal dielectric
constant values that minimize RMSD (εp = 3.5; εeff = 7.5). (B)
Average RMSD between measured and predicted 15N Δδef in ACBP as
a function of dielectric constant. Solid lines depict the RMSD of
observed Δδef, and dashed lines depict the RMSD of absent Δδef.
Color scheme: calculations with static structure with PBE (cyan) or
with Coulomb’s law (orange), calculations with an ensemble of static
structures using PBE (blue) or Coulomb’s law (red), calculations with
an ensemble generated with MD simulations and PBE (green) or
Coulomb’s law (magenta), and microscopic approach (gray). (C)
Fraction of 15N reporter nuclei whose predicted Δδef are within the
nucleus-specific experimental errors of the observed Δδef (solid line)
and absent Δδef (dashed line). Color scheme is identical to (B).
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calculated thermodynamic data (e.g., pKa values, redox
potentials, pH dependence of ΔG).10,13,48,51−58 The difference
between εpowder = 2 to 4 and εp = 6 to 20 is due mainly to two
factors: (1) In dehydrated proteins all dynamic relaxation
processes are suppressed, and we, therefore, have a muted
dielectric response. (2) In addition, εp is found by maximizing
the agreement with experimental thermodynamic properties
that are influenced by many factors in addition to the electric
field. The εp = 6 to 20 values are high because they account
implicitly for all forms of dynamic, structural reorganization
that are usually not treated explicitly in a computational model.
In the case of thermodynamic data describing ionization events,
the local structural reorganization is likely significant as
indicated by the high dielectric constants needed to reproduce
the experimental values. The correct explicit modeling of these
reorganization events presents a formidable challenge for
quantitative structure-based energy calculations.
The experimental value of εp = 3, as determined here by

analysis of CSPs, is significant because this dielectric constant
likely represents a value closer to a general εp (i.e., the dielectric
constant within a PBE framework that describes only the
electric field) structure of proteins in solution. This value was
obtained by analysis of the behavior of several proteins with
different folds and with different structural and functional
properties. This suggests that εp = 3 represents a general,
intrinsic, and probably transferrable property of proteins with
size and dynamic characteristics similar to the set of proteins
studied here. The similarity with the values of εp = 2 to 4
measured with dry protein powders suggests that it reflects
primarily the polarization of electrons and contributions from
fluctuations of permanent dipoles, although this agreement
could be coincidental.
The difference between the value of εp measured in this study

using the propagation of electric fields and the value of εp
obtained through reverse pKa calculations, reflects differences in
the goals and the physical processes monitored in these two
different types of experiments. The goal of a reverse pKa
calculation is to identify the value εp that reproduces an
experimental pKa value. In such an analysis, anything that
affects the pKa and is not treated explicitly in the model
becomes absorbed in the dielectric constant. Because ionizable
side chains (the reporters of pKa values) are located in solvent-
exposed regions that can undergo considerable structural
reorganization, the εp values they report reflect the substantial
structural heterogeneity and reorganization experienced by
ionizable side chains when they titrate. Furthermore, εp values
obtained by analysis of pKa values therefore reflect dynamic
properties of proteins and implicitly describe nonelectrostatic
effects that cause significant perturbation of pKa values. In
contrast, the sensors of the charge−dipole interactions
examined in this study are the nontitratable backbone amides.
Unlike side chains, the mobility of backbone C−N and N−H
bonds is much lower and therefore less sensitive to ionization-
induced structural changes. The backbone amides themselves
do not titrate, and it is therefore possible to measure an εp value
in the absence of nearby structural reorganizationsuch a
measurement is never possible in a reverse pKa calculation. In
fact, the data used in this analysis purposely excluded cases
where conformational reorganization could contribute to the
CSP, thus the value of εp = 3 obtained by analysis of electric
fields reflected in CSPs is likely to reflect more directly an
intrinsic εp of proteins, devoid of contributions from structural
reorganization, water penetration, or any other factor that can

affect the magnitude of electrostatic effects in proteins. These
results suggest that the most accurate method for calculation of
electrostatic effects in proteins (with PBE solvers) should use εp
= 3 to reproduce implicitly the contributions from electronic
polarization and high frequency dipolar fluctuations of the
protein matter, with all other dynamic contributions treated
explicitly. The latter is of course very challenging because it is
difficult to sample correctly all the different microstates that
contribute to thermodynamic properties of proteins in solution.
It is important to note that the value of εp found here is
dependent on the scaling factors used in Buckingham’s
equation, and although all evidence points to the values used
here being quite accurate (see Supporting Information), it is
nevertheless possible that future findings could change this and
thus affect our conclusions on the value of εp.
We used the exquisite sensitivity of 15N and 1HN chemical

shifts to the magnitude and direction of electric fields along the
highly polarizable C−N and N−H bonds to assess the
magnitude of electric fields in 14 proteins. The magnitudes of
the measured electric field emanating from a single charge
ranged from 1.2 to 20.0 MV/cm, with a resolution of 1.2 MV/
cm. The lower limit, and hence the sensitivity of the
measurements, was determined by the uncertainty of the
extracted Δδef from the CSPs (0.1 ppm for 15N and 0.03 ppm
for 1HN nuclei47); the upper limit was detected for Leu36 in
A.v. Pc (−1.66 ppm). To illustrate the significance of such large
variations in the measured electric fields emanating from a
single charge, consider how a single charge could affect the rate
of a catalytic reaction. If a charge were able to produce electric
fields in this range, parallel to a dipolar transition state
separating unit charges over a distance of 1 Å, the resulting
increase on the reaction rate would range from 1.5 (1.2 MV/
cm) to more than 2000 fold (20.0 MV/cm).

■ CONCLUSIONS
To reproduce electric fields inside proteins accurately with
continuum electrostatics models, it is necessary to treat the
dielectric properties of proteins accurately. The CSP has
exquisite information about the protein dielectric constant that
has not been tapped before. Our goal is to determine the range
of the dielectric constants, εp in Poisson−Boltzmann electro-
statics and εeff in Coulomb’s law, that best reproduce the
experimental CSPs. The optimal value of εp in the PBE was of
particular interest because the value of this quantity and its
physical meaning has been the most contentious topic in
theoretical calculations of electrostatic interactions in the last
three decades.18,59

The results obtained in this study have two important
conclusions. (1) A low value of εp = 3 and a narrow range of
values of εp from 2 to 5 are optimal for reproducing electric
fields in the proteins studied. Because these εp values were
obtained by analysis of NMR chemical shift perturbations and
not by analysis of thermodynamic variables such as pKa values,
which are contaminated by nonelectrostatic factors, they likely
represent the best estimates of the most general and intrinsic
value of the εp of proteins. (2) The differences between results
from analysis with PB electrostatics and with a simple Coulomb
formalism underscore the importance of screening effects of
bulk water, which attenuates the propagation of the electric
field inside proteins. This screening effect should always be
accounted for in the theoretical models. It is reproduced well
with a simple PBE-based model that treats the dielectric
response of water and of protein with separate dielectric
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constants, but it is underestimated by a simple Coulomb
expression, as shown by the significant overprediction of CSPs.
Of the observables in NMR spectroscopy, only the chemical

shift is sensitive to long-range electric field effects.60 Therefore,
the optimal values of εp and εeff obtained from the analysis of
CSPs cannot be corroborated independently with data from
other high-resolution spectroscopic observables, such as J-
coupling, residual dipolar coupling, order parameters, or
nuclear Overhauser effect restraints. The analysis presented
here, however, was performed separately for different proteins
and using experimental data reported by different nuclei types,
15N and 1HN nuclei, known to report different sensitivities to
the different factors that determine pH-dependent CSPs (e.g.,
Δδm, Δδs, and Δδef in eq 2)37. In all protein systems studied,
the results obtained for optimal εp are correlated and therefore
validate its narrow range in proteins in general. The almost
identical, self-consistent results for optimal values of εp and εeff
obtained by analysis of data reported by two nuclei types, 15N
and 1HN, further support the validity of this analysis and its
conclusions. These results represent yet another application of
the NMR chemical shiftthe most readily and accurately
measured NMR observable that should lead to improved
electrostatic calculation methodology and understanding of
protein properties and functions in general. They constitute the
first general, systematic description of general properties of
electric field propagation probed by chemical shifts in proteins.
The observables obtained from NMR spectroscopy experi-

ments are rich in information useful to validate the ability of
computational models to account for the ensemble properties
of proteins. We therefore probed the ability of ensembles,
defined in two different ways, to reproduce the diversity probed
by the NMR chemical shift in solution. Ensembles consisting of
multiple crystal structures of the same protein (or similar
proteins), gave a slightly improved prediction of the measured
CSPs. In contrast, conformational averaging generated from
MD trajectories was unable to capture the dynamics reflected in
experimental data acquired on the NMR time scale. These
results suggest that standard MD simulations should be used
with caution for this purpose.
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